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This book, if approached with humility, will take you on a rollercoaster ride of your consciousness. It

will make your life more interesting and your relationships better. Your romantic life will be much

more relevant and loving and your sexual relationships much more fulfilling and exciting. It will

transform your finances in a positive way and teach you how to manifest all the abundance you

could ever want and give you the tools to be the best that you can possibly be in all areas and

approach life with passion, joy, laughter and fun.... This is the Clarion call for all lightworkers.
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Great little book. This is good for this awakening to this new age. It's small and a quick read. Very

helpful for beginners just awakening from the slumber. Helps with getting your merkaba

flowing.ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€°ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•namasteÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€ž

I can't believe how incredible this book is!! It became part of my life of my future. I was so intrigued

and excited for what's to come that I read it in two days. I read every single word, I felt every single



emotion & I cried because everything that I believed since I was a little girl is true... I have faith &

believe that this book carries the answers to the questions that many people have asked.. Truly

Amazing! I can not wait to read it again and starting my own 30 day challenge - meditating, praying,

exercising & eating right! My challenge started yesterday. Start your challenge & let's all become the

warriors that our higher self was always destined to be...Thank you R.MackenzieThank you AA

Metatron

SERIOUSLY...I felt like standing to attention whilst reading this book. Makes you sit up straight and

has you searching and sifting through your own consciousness in no time. This book was... for me...

like a higher dimensional Sat-nav and here the Archangel Metatron wields a laser scalpel for the

sculpting of consciousness. In return he/she requires nothing more than complete sincerity, focus

and love to create a revolution within your life... this has created in my life, a ripple that is profound

and far-reaching. This book is refreshingly devoid of sugar coated sentiment and gets straight to the

heart of the matter. And quite frankly.... It has changed me and I felt somewhat gladdened by its

utter lack of pretence and convoluted mystical jargon. The best money I ever spent on a spiritual

book. You will feel the truth of this resonate within your core.

I was really looking forward to reading this book but after only a few pages, I stopped. I began to

have an unsettling feeling which was very disappointing because much of the content seemed like it

was on point. But like another reviewer said, there was a lot of old paradigm references to battles,

and armies, and even Satan. For me, personally, a red flag went up when I read things like, "I am

your Commander..." No, I strive to be a sovereign being and the "commander" of mySelf. "Metatron"

goes on to say, "I am here to give you the Voltage to expand your vessels. I am here to expand your

light." I believe that *I am* the One in control of increasing my voltage and expanding my light and I

will not give my power away to another being.In the book's defense, Love is emphasized as well as

many other concepts that felt right. However, the channel for "Metatron", and the author of

METATRON, THIS IS THE CLARION CALL, admits at the beginning of the book that he kind of

stumbled into this channeling and the "process is simple". Ironically, two pages later, "Metatron"

says this: "There is a layer of negativity on the Astral Plane. Which has confusion and whispering of

negativity and disruption and confusing Spirits who do not know who they are, for they have not

reached for the light. This is where you get an awful lot of your psychic information from in the

beginning stages. And there are many who have not purified their vessels that rely on this

information and are misled and become tortured Souls because they are not connected into their



source." I have a dear friend who was deceived several months ago by entities who

mis-represented themselves at first. Trust me when I say she became that "tortured Soul" for

several months before she was able to rid herself of these lower astral beings. I am not saying that

is the case here. I believe this "Metatron" means well, but I have a feeling the information is still

coming from the Astral realm.Bottom line: trust your feelings. I really wanted to continue reading this

book, but my intuition was telling me something wasn't quite right. Or at least it wasn't right for me

and where I am on my journey.In love and in joy and with respect for all paths - K D.

This book by Metatron makes you feel loved and guided as he speaks to each one of us to take us

through the final transformation before enlightenment. He teaches that activating our Merkaba is the

sure way to come into your own power and step into bliss, abundance, joy as you walk in your

earthly mission. Motivating, powerful, inspiring and filled with love. Read The Ancient Secret of the

Flower of Life by Drunvalo Melchizedek book 2 to get the full process of activating your merkaba.

I loved this book! This material is meant for the people serious about evolving. I read everything I

can that speaks to my Soul. This was exciting to read. Very instructional as to ways that help

elevate the body and mind to being in alignment with the higher mind of God. Highly recommend!

I read this before in physical format and loved it. Unfortunately I didn't do the practices as instructed

as my discipline to keep up with things like that hasn't been so good in the past. When I saw this

book in kindle form I was so happy (i remembered how much i resonated with the info) and I bought

it this time doing the practices and actually blowing out transformers (not cool had to program my

merkaba not to affect technology in any adverse way unless for the greater good) messing up cash

registers at stores and even throwing my computer out of whack. Also increasing all my abilities and

perceptions of the spirit and it's only the beginning. I've only just re started this practice of merkaba

as I was using the flower of life version before. However that one is more of a process and more

complicated to me and I have a good faith and can produce love and positive emotion on demand

so this more simplified version is a God send. Not to mention I love and have loved Metatron and

Enoch for a long time. This book hits right at home for the seasoned and learned light worker and

the beginner alike and for those who believe....it will take you as far down the rabbit hole as you

want to go. All the way to Godhood and immortality with the super powers to boot. Enjoy. I AM. ;-)
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